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Multiliteracy, past and present, in the Karaim communities
Éva Á. Csató and David Nathan

1 Literacy in the Karaim communities of Eastern Europe
1.1 Introduction
For endangered languages, the topic of orthography often arises because the language
concerned has no existing or standardised writing system and the development of one
is seen as a step towards creating a practice of literacy and creating a corpus of written
texts (see, e.g. Ostler and Rudes 2000; Grenoble and Whaley 2006:103). The case of
the Karaim communities in Eastern Europe is different; in fact, it runs opposite to
these trends. Thus, we hope that this paper may contribute to a broader understanding
of the variety of roles and dynamics played by orthography and literacy in endangered
language contexts.
Several papers in this volume discuss the formulation of an orthography, but,
since in virtually every case, people will want to use computers to prepare texts, there
are also technical aspects to consider. These include the identification of existing
character sets that contain the characters that are needed, and selecting a suitable font,
or creating such resources from scratch for the project at hand. Such technical
considerations may even go as far as to cause reconsideration of some choices in the
design of the orthography.1
This paper traces the history of literacy in the Karaim communities of Eastern
Europe, and how it influences today’s efforts towards language revitalisation. Literacy
in these Karaim communities has developed over many centuries. The 20th century
saw massive cultural and political influences including reversing tides of occupation
in World War 2 and, less than two generations later, and all within a decade, the
deSovietisation and independence of their countries, entry to the European Union with
new roles for minorities, a surge of interest in endangered languages, and the arrival
of the new communication technologies – Internet and multimedia. This paper cannot
do justice to these massive changes. However, by observing how communities
respond to such impacts, and how they react to the needs of language revitalisation
caused by the rapid attrition of the last generation of speakers with full mastery of the
speech, scripts, and scriptures, we can learn about how we linguists can assist them.
In the first part of the paper, we introduce the Karaim communities of Eastern
Europe, and summarise their orthographic practices over centuries. We outline some
particularities of the Karaim communities, including their liturgical tradition, and
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This paper does not discuss several other related technical issues such as input
methods, keyboards, spellcheckers, or font design.

show how the tides of history that have flowed across them are reflected in a variety
of co-existing orthographies.
The second part of the paper describes the implementation of a ‘Turcological
notation’ for the interactive multimedia CD-ROM Spoken Karaim, which has been
described elsewhere (Nathan 2000, Nathan and Csató 2006). The section provides a
brief tutorial on handling characters, raising many of the issues that will face anyone
who wants to create and present electronic texts in non-mainstream writing systems.
In the third part of the paper, we document orthographic aspects within a shorter
time span – the five years since the release of Spoken Karaim and the commencement
of regular annual language summer schools in Trakai, Lithuania. In this period, the
participation of a wider array of community members, and the bringing out into public
of individuals’ varied skills with and attitudes to orthographies, provided a new
theatre for the examination of orthographic preferences and efficiencies, made all the
more complex as contemporary political events influenced attitudes to the national
language, Lithuanian. In this environment, we saw that the Turcological notation was
possibly not an optimal one for community use, and we undertook new work to
address this for Spoken Karaim. However, more importantly than that, we found that
the key issue was not so much choosing a better orthography, or the right
orthography, but was the provision of a variety of orthographies.

1.2 Karaim orthographies through the ages
The Karaims follow Mosaic beliefs that were developed in the Middle East in the 8th
and 9th century; for more about the history of this movement, see e.g. Gil (2003).
Adherents of this non-Rabbinic branch of Judaism are generally called Karaites. The
Karaite communities of Eastern Europe – in Lithuania, Poland, Russia and Ukraine –
have been speakers of Kipchak Turkic varieties and are called Karaims in contrast to
the non-Turkic speaking Karaites living today mainly in Israel. Their Turkic language
is called Karaim; see a presentation of Karaim e.g. in Csató (2001).
Today, the only living variety of Karaim is spoken in Lithuania. While it is
highly endangered, the two other major varieties, those of the Crimea and Halich, are
practically extinct. Whereas the total number of Karaims in the world is about three
thousand, the number of speakers is not more than forty people, nearly all of whom
are elderly. Following the collapse of the Soviet Union, the communities in Eastern
Europe, i.e. in Lithuania, Poland, Russia and the Ukraine (Crimea and Halich), have
developed an ardent interest in the revitalisation of their cultural heritage including
the language. Their motivation is partly to use the language again to emphasise
community identity, but even more importantly, to continue to be able to use the
Karaim language in their religious practice.
In traditional Karaim religious practice, members of the community read Old
Testament texts in both Hebrew and Karaim translation. Turkic speaking Karaims
started to translate these biblical texts into their native language long ago; the Karaim
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prayer-book printed in Hebrew in 1528-1529 contained a religious hymn in the
Karaim variety spoken on the Crimea. Although the first Bible translations into
Karaim were printed as late as the 18th and 19th centuries, the language of these
books is archaic, indicating a long tradition of translating biblical texts into Karaim.
The Hebrew literacy tradition was dominant in the Karaim communities where
Hebrew was also the language of scholarship. Karaim scholars wrote important works
in Hebrew discussing religious issues with the Rabbanites (Walfish 2003).
As Hebrew was the language of Karaim scholarship, the Karaim used the
Hebrew script to write their community language, too. Although Karaim communities
spoke different varieties, and the language of Karaim texts differed from community
to community, all communities wrote Karaim using the Hebrew script. This common
orthographic tradition helped to bridge dialectal differences so that communities could
use the same prayer-books; specific features of each Karaim variety did not present
any great problem in reading the religious texts. The two illustrations, Examples 1 and
2, show a handwritten Karaim prayer-book containing text in Hebrew and Karaim and
a printed Siddur, i.e. the Karaim version of the Hebrew prayer-book containing
prayers and additional information relevant to the daily liturgy during the whole
calendar year, published in Vilnius in 1892.
Example 1. Hand-written prayer book in Hebrew script from Halich

Example 2. Karaim Siddur printed in Vilnius in 1892

Before the Soviet era, children learned in the Karaim religious school, the
midrash, to write and read the Hebrew script. Thus, this script also came to be used
for writing Karaim in other contexts, e.g. writing private letters.
The Hebrew literacy tradition was first broken in the Crimean community. In
the early 19th century, Crimean Karaims switched from speaking the Karaim
language to Crimean Tatar and Russian, lost their competence in reading the Hebrew
script, and began to use Russian in their religious practice. Example 3, in which the
Hebrew text is translated into Russian, exemplifies this development. A new literacy
tradition in Russian developed; many members of the Crimean Karaim community
also lived in Moscow where they published on Karaim issues in Russian. This
tradition continues today amongst the Karaims of Moscow.
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Example 3. Page 1 of Karaim Haggadah for Passover Eve According to the Custom
of the Karaites with a translation in the Russian Language by Shlomoh Prik, Odessa
1901.

The two other Karaim communities, in Halich (Ukraine) and in Lithuania,
continued to use the Hebrew script until the Soviet times but in addition they
developed an orthography based on the Polish script using Polish Latin characters.
They published journals, books and a dictionary in this Polish-based system. As both
communities were literate in Polish, which was the language of education at that time,
this literature could be used both in Halich and in Trakai (in Polish, Troki). See the
example taken from a Karaim journal published in Luck in 1930 (Example 4). The
page contains two poems, the first written by Ribbi Itzhak son of Abraham in Troki
and the other by Ribbi Shemoel son of Moshe in Halich. This shared Polish-based
literacy broke down after World War 2, when new borders placed the Karaim
territories within the Soviet Union.

Example 4. From the Karaim publication “Zemerłer” 1931.

After World War 2, the Hebrew literacy tradition was completely abandoned.
Practice of religion was dangerous and the midrash was closed down by the
authorities. The languages of education were Lithuanian and Russian in Lithuania,
and Russian in the Ukraine. The communities were dispersed and there was little
demand for publications. The majority of Halich Karaims left for Poland and the few
who were left did not have the capacity to publish in Karaim. They continued to use
the Polish-based Latin orthography in private use. See Example 5.
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Example 5. Private letter in Halich Karaim written in 1999 in the Polish literacy
tradition

Lithuanian Karaims then began using a Cyrillic orthography to publish literary
texts in Karaim. The use of Cyrillic orthography, although not new, was restricted to
those who were educated in Russian. Karaim communities in Poland – outside the
Russian speaking territories – continued to use the Polish orthography. In 1974, the
Soviet Academy of Sciences compiled a Karaim-Russian-Polish dictionary in which
they also included transcriptions in a Latin-based Turcological notation (Baskakov et
al. 1974); see Example 6). Thus, literacy in the Karaim communities had become split
between Polish-based Latin and Russian-based Cyrillic literacies.

Example 6. Karaim-Russian-Polish dictionary 1974

After the fall of the Soviet Union the independent Lithuanian republic was reestablished, and new freedoms began to be enjoyed. From 1991 the official language
of the new Lithuanian republic became Lithuanian, written in Latin characters; see
Example 7. For Karaim people, there was now little motivation for continuing to use
Cyrillic, nor for reverting to the old Polish system, and therefore a new Lithuanianbased orthography was introduced for writing Karaim. However, this has had
important ramifications for the other Karaim communities, as we discuss below.
Example 7. The Lord’s prayer in Karaim, written in the new Lithuanian orthography
Atamyz ki kiokliardia
machtavlu bolhej birligi adyjnyn
da kip bolhej bijligij
da kliagij kiokliardia johartyn
da jer üśtiunia ašahartyn.
Kiuńdiagi öt’miagimiźni biergiń
biźgia
da bošatchyn bar jazychlarymyzny.
Tiuź jollaryjdan azaštyrmahyn biźni,
ančach kutcharhyn biźni
azhyrtuvčudan,
amień.
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Today, only the Lithuanian Karaims still have competence in speaking and
writing the Karaim language. Competence in Hebrew is practically nonexistent. The
late hazzan, religious and administrative leader of the Lithuanian Karaim community,
Mykolas Firkovičius, published the most important religious books, prayers, psalms,
and calendar after transliterating them from the Hebrew script into the new Lithuanian
orthography (Firkovičius 1993, 1994, 1996, 1998-1999, 2000). His Karaim languagelearning textbook is also written in this script (Firkovičius 1996). The result, however,
is that Karaims who live outside Lithuania (and are therefore unfamiliar with the
Lithuanian orthography) cannot easily use these texts.
The divergence of the Karaim communities’ literary traditions has thus resulted
in a very complex situation. Lithuanian Karaims write in the Lithuanian system, the
Karaims of Poland and Halich in the Polish one, other Karaim communities of
Ukraine and Russia write in Russian, and Karaims of the diaspora beyond these
countries have difficulty in reading any of them. There is no move to introduce
Hebrew literacy in any of the communities, partly due to the strong emphasis that
most Karaims place on their Turkic ethnic identity. Another contributing factor is the
negative attitude of some Jewish writers towards the Turkic speaking Karaims.2 In
turn, these factors have strengthened the role of the Lithuanian script in which all the
religious texts now exist.
All Karaim communities are today interested in revitalising their language.
Supporting them in this endeavour is a response to the self-declared needs of the
Karaims, and not a case of ‘salvation linguistics’ (Matras 2005) (see also discussion
on the role of outsiders in Grenoble & Whaley 2006: 192-197). Karaims would like to
use their own various writing systems, and teaching materials must be developed.
However, currently the teaching of Karaim is almost entirely restricted to the annual
Karaim Summer School held in Trakai, Lithuania3 where members of all Karaim
communities and diaspora gather in order to revitalise the language and culture, in the
only place where the language still lives in an everyday sense. Thus, Karaims from all
communities are now learning this variety. However, we have found that although
former dialectal differences in Karaim are no longer important, the text materials we
are developing in the local orthography cause difficulties for many of the students. In
addition, these materials cannot be used for local efforts in Moscow, Warsaw and the
2

The hostility of some Rabbinic communities towards the small ‘sectarian’ Karaim
communities has a long and sad history. Today this attitude is still prevalent; for
example, D. Shapira, in a handbook on Karaite Judaism, states: “The Turkic identity
adopted by the East European Karaites in the course of the twentieth century
[emphasis ÉC & DN] may have saved them from physical destruction by the Nazis,
but it was this very identity that caused their ultimate disappearance as a collective ...”
(Polliack 2003: 701). The author not only distorts the historical facts but also denies
the existence of today’s Eastern European Karaim communities.
3

The main sponsor of the Karaim Summer Schools has been the Swedish Institute,
Stockholm.

Crimea. Thus there is a strong need to present Karaim texts not only in Lithuanian,
but also in Polish, and Russian and a neutral orthography for Karaims in other
countries.

2. Implementing an orthography for Spoken Karaim
2.1 Choosing the orthography
Against the backdrop of orthographic history we discuss the development of Spoken
Karaim, an interactive multimedia CD-ROM that combines sound, text, linguistic
information, images, and video, and allows users to navigate among these resources.
It has become a flagship resource in the revitalisation of the Karaim language. When
we began designing it, in 1997, we decided to use an orthography based on a Polish
Turcological tradition (Kowalski 1929), where each grapheme is fully distinguished
for phonetic detail. It is a Latin script, but is not associated with any particular
language other than Karaim. It had also been used in the Karaim-Russian-Polish
dictionary (Baskakov et al 1974) and in the comprehensive Karaim corpus published
in Kowalski (1929). We felt it was quite apt for Spoken Karaim because the CD is
centred on sound recordings; a learner/user can listen to the voices whilst reading the
texts at the same time, with quite transparent correspondence between the two. In
other words, the orthography is oriented towards the sound of Karaim, not towards the
writing system of any national language. We also felt that, being a shallow
orthography (i.e. it is governed by representation of sound, not morphological, lexical
or etymological factors), it would also better assist learners.

2.2 Strengths and weaknesses of computing for
orthographies
Orthography design, promotion, and usage involve pragmatic interweaving of
linguistic, political, practical, and technical issues,4 any of which may require
compromise on the part of any of the others; see also Grenoble & Whaley 2006: 137159; Mosel 2004: 43. The introduction of computers brings new opportunities and
new problems to dealing with orthographies. We now typically input, store, process,
exchange, display, and disseminate texts mainly using computers, and the main issues
can be summed up as follows:
o A system might allow users to always work with an orthography using only
the graphemes intended, i.e. WYSWYG (“what you see is what you get”),
with details of the implementation kept opaque to the user5
o However, the above is not feasible for most writing systems. Until it is
achieved, the capacities and constraints of computer representation of
characters need to be recognised. We may need to work differently with text
4

… as well as learning and pedagogical issues, which we do not discuss here.

5

Unicode may eventually offer this capability.
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depending on whether we are inputting (creating) it, processing, displaying, or
disseminating it.
Once an orthography has been designed and potential users have been
consulted, the technical aspects of implementation can begin. Methods for inputting,
storing, exchanging and processing text will need to be identified, and a font that can
display all the characters required needs to be found or created. The main point to
remember is that if there are a number of non-standard characters to deal with, a lot of
future anguish will be avoided if you distinguish between the following:
o inputting text
o representation and storage of text
o processing and exchanging text
o display of text, such as in various printed or electronic publications
For Spoken Karaim, we needed a system for text management that allowed us to
input text and to robustly store and exchange it across a variety of computer hardware
and software systems, since we use equipment ranging from MacOS to Windows of
various releases, and in language versions including German, Japanese, English,
Turkish, and Lithuanian. The one constant among all of these, and most computers in
the world, is the ASCII character set, which consists of the characters a-z, A-Z,
numbers, and some punctuation, currency and other basic symbols. This set is
available from virtually any computer’s keyboard (and therefore has an input method)
and is consistently encoded and displayed by all computers. Despite its Americocentric basis, its importance as a globally consistent set cannot be underestimated, not
only for its role in the processes listed above, but also for ongoing and long term
preservation.

2.3 Text management: a character-sequence system
Drawing on the strengths of ASCII, we designed a system that defines a specific
sequence of ASCII characters to correspond to each single grapheme in the
Turcological writing system. The system uses similar principles to John Wells’ XSAMPA6 and makes a clear separation between the entry, storage and processing of
text on the one hand, and the display of it on the other.
Example 8: Character sequence system for writing, storing and processing Karaim
Turcological notation

6

For X-SAMPA, see http://www.phon.ucl.ac.uk/home/sampa/x-sampa.htm. See also
http://emeld.org/school/case/ega/x-sampa.html for the application of this method to
Ega.



































































































































































































































































































































































































In Example 8, the first column shows the grapheme in Turcological notation, the
second column shows its corresponding sequence, and the third column shows a
mnemonic that assists with disambiguation and preservation. Example 9 shows a short
passage as represented in each system.
Example 9: Sample text in sequential system, and its Turcological display form
Sequential system

Turcological notation

Kayda karaylar t 'ir 'il 'a#d 'l 'a#r bu oram

    

Karay_\orami\ in 'd 'a#l 'a#t '. Kac#an 'es ' da

  .  

bar vaxtlarni\ de\ ek 'in 'c# 'i dunya yat te\

     t t

dunya b 'iz ' d 'e\# in 'd 'a#r_\ed 'ik bu

d      

Karay_\orami\n Karaims#c#i\znabe\.

 .

Such a system provides several advantages. Text is:
o easy to input
o precise

o robust
o portable across different operating systems
o mnemonic and moderately readable
o machine readable, i.e. usable as the basis for various computations7
Of course, at some stage, the sequential system text has to be converted into its
display form. Here, careful design of the system plays its role, for the conversion can be
done simply as a set of ordered search-and-replace operations, for example
implemented as a macro in a word processor.8 However, note that at this stage we have
not yet described exactly what is produced as the output of the conversion process – we
turn to that topic in the next section.

2.3 Creating the display
The second major task in developing the text management for Spoken Karaim was to
create a font for the Turcological notation. There was no existing mainstream font that
provided all the required characters (nor is there today). Some fonts could have
provided the right display, by using character combinations – that is, by writing a
roman letter followed by a diacritic in the form of a combining character that merges
graphically with the letter:
Example 10. Combining characters:
Base character (“n”) plus combining character (“´”) displays a complex character:
[Type in] n [followed by] ´ [results in display:] ń
Such combining characters are provided in several specialist fonts, as well as in
Unicode. This method may have followed quite naturally from the sequential system
we used to encode the characters, since in most cases each extra character in the
sequential system can be taken to represent a diacritic. However, it is generally not a
good idea to use combining characters in a computational or interactive environment,
because systems do not reliably recognise that the underlying sequence of base
character plus combining character represents one character in display.9 This can be

7
8

See Section 2.4 for examples.

An excerpt from the MS Word macro we used shows its simplicity, aside from the
need for ordering:
ChangeChar$("b'", "210")
ChangeChar$("c'", "211")
ChangeChar$("c#'", "213")
…
ChangeChar$("c#", "212")
ChangeChar$("e\#", "216")
ChangeChar$("e\", "215")
9
It can also cause problems with quite basic tasks such as search and replace.

crucial in the case of interactive software, such as Director10 that was used to create
Spoken Karaim. This software provides interactivity – for example, where users click a
word to do something – by acting upon either the word’s content or its serial position.
Having one display character correspond to multiple underlying characters creates
ambiguity between underlying and display forms, and therefore a potential source of
serious error. It was extremely important to avoid this possibility in a product that
aimed to be intensely interactive.
In addition, when complex and specialised fonts are required, it is best to spare
the user from having to install them. Director offers the convenience of embedding
fonts directly in the application, so that the whole matter is hidden from the users.
However, Director could not reliably embed fonts using combining characters, and
there are copyright restrictions in some cases.
Although we faced these issues nearly 10 years ago, they largely still exist
today.11
In order, then, to meet the need for simplicity and robustness, and to avoid
copyright problems, we created a new font, using Macromedia Fontographer (now
owned by Fontlab). The new font, KaraimT, was based on a Times-style font and
replaced 74 characters (or, strictly speaking, glyphs)12 in the slots from 167 to 246
(these are typically slots used for characters other than standard ASCII, such as for
various European languages).13

10

Spoken Karaim was developed using the multimedia authoring software Macromedia
(now Adobe) Director.
11

Despite advances in Unicode. Director does not currently support Unicode, although
Adobe has stated that the next release in 2007 will do so.
12

Technically, a character set is a mapping between an ordered number and a character
concept, such as “a, the first letter of the Roman alphabet, in its lower case version”,
rather than a graphic shape; to distinguish the latter, it is known as a glyph.
13

Some slots were not used, since they potentially encode useful characters such as the
paragraph mark “¶”. For more information about character sets, see Korpela [www].

Example 11. Using Fontographer to create characters in the “upper ASCII” area

This method – of “upper ASCII character substitution” has commonly been used
to provide specialised character sets, perhaps with even just one or two characters. It
has been widely used for linguistic purposes, in cases where just a few ad hoc
characters were required, and especially in projects where font creation/modification
has been simpler to achieve, such as those using Macintoshes. In some cases, even
standard ASCII characters have been replaced by special characters – for example,
institutions in the Arnhem Land area of Australia replaced the backslash character (“\”)
with the glyph for “eng” (“ŋ”). This, of course, was also a strategy to encourage literacy
by allowing typing using ordinary keyboards.
Nowadays, such methods are generally frowned upon. There is less need for them
because of the development of Unicode and capabilities of most modern software to
work with it. The development of the Internet and subsequent mobility of data means
that files do not stay within the original domain where particular individuals can ensure
that certain fonts are available and are applied to (specific parts of) texts. More
importantly, from the perspective of data management and preservation, such
substitutions suffer the weakness of being inexplicit and are frequently undocumented.
Text files can move from one environment to another, only to be displayed with a
sprinkling of meaningless rectangles, or, even worse, meaningful characters that are not
those originally intended. Nevertheless, within the constraints of a particular project,
where the font is only used within an application and does not expose the user to any of
the abovementioned problems, character substitution can present a practical, if not

ideal, solution.14 In addition, later developments, including our experience of running
three annual Karaim Summer Schools, have allowed us to capitalise on its simplicity.

2.4 Other developments
In the previous sections we described methods for dealing with Karaim text that we
developed specifically for the initial development of Spoken Karaim. However, they
also provided opportunities for subsequent developments.
The first development was an extension of Spoken Karaim’s capabilities that we
called “Active morphology”. This exploited the close correspondence between the
sequential coding system and morphophonological phenomena of Karaim (“vowel
harmony”), to build a computational morphophonological model that generates affixes
with correct representation of vowel harmony (Nathan 1998, Nathan 2006).
The second development focused on standardisation and preservation. While our
text management methods satisfied all the needs of our CD project, it was neither
sufficiently documented nor structured to meet current trends towards data portability
(Bird and Simons 2003). These include a preference for encoding text data with
structural information as XML and character information as Unicode or Unicodecompatible. To achieve this, we documented the KaraimT font/character set fully, and
then used Spoken Karaim as a computational platform to convert its internal text to
representations in XML. Example 12 shows the full morphological encoding of the first
three words shown in Example 9 above; notice in particular the encoding of the
characters of the third word ‘’ as XML-compliant “character entities” that
utilise the descriptive mappings given in Example 8 .
Example 12. XML encoding of Karaim interlinear including character entities
<SEQITEM NUM="1">
<ORTHO>kay-da</ORTHO>
<CONTEXTGLOSS>where</CONTEXTGLOSS>
<MORPHEME>
<SRCLG>kay-</SRCLG>
<TGTLG>pronominal stem</TGTLG>
<LEXSRC DOCID="skcd" ID="41"/>
</MORPHEME>
<MORPHEME>
<SRCLG>-da</SRCLG>
<TGTLG>Locative case</TGTLG>
<LEXSRC DOCID="skcd" ID="149"/>
</MORPHEME>
</SEQITEM>
<SEQITEM NUM="2">
<ORTHO>karay-lar</ORTHO>
<CONTEXTGLOSS>Karaims</CONTEXTGLOSS>
<MORPHEME>
<SRCLG>karay</SRCLG>
14

In fact the only substantial problem arising from this method applied to Spoken
Karaim was that there was no support for an Input Method for the Turcological
notation – i.e. no way to type the characters in directly. While Spoken Karaim does not
require the user to type in text, it would have been a useful facility for other associated
language activities.

<TGTLG>Karaim</TGTLG>
<LEXSRC DOCID="skcd" ID="70"/>
</MORPHEME>
<MORPHEME>
<SRCLG>-lar</SRCLG>
<TGTLG>Plural</TGTLG>
<LEXSRC DOCID="skcd" ID="160"/>
</MORPHEME>
</SEQITEM>
<SEQITEM NUM="3">
<ORTHO>&t-pal;i&r-pal;i&l-pal;-&a-dot;&d-pal;&l-pal;&a-dot;r</ORTHO>
<CONTEXTGLOSS>they live</CONTEXTGLOSS>
<MORPHEME>
<SRCLG>&t-pal;i&r-pal;i&l-pal;-</SRCLG>
<TGTLG>live</TGTLG>
<LEXSRC DOCID="skcd" ID="96"/>
</MORPHEME>
<MORPHEME>
<SRCLG>-adlar</SRCLG>
<TGTLG>Present third person plural</TGTLG>
<LEXSRC DOCID="skcd" ID="169"/>
</MORPHEME>
</SEQITEM>

3. The Karaim Summer School and multiliteracies
3.1 Conversion to Lithuanian-Karaim orthography
The Turcological notation had been well received by linguists and also by Karaims
living in and outside Lithuania, and Spoken Karaim had become widely known,
distributed and used in the communities. However, members of the Lithuanian
community raised the question whether it would be possible to use the Lithuanian
orthography in Spoken Karaim. They had several reasons for coming to prefer the
Lithuanian Karaim orthography. By the time the first version of Spoken Karaim had
been published, Mykolas Firkovičius had already created the Lithuanian orthography,
started to teach Karaim children to use it, and had begun publishing a series of
important religious and non-religious texts. Community members felt a loyalty to his
endeavour. Also, with the changing social and political climate, Lithuanian orthography
became more attractive. Consequently, when we ran the first Karaim Summer School in
Trakai it became clear that the community’s preference was for learners to be trained in
the Lithuanian orthography, and we started to produce learning materials in it.
A primary target for the new orthography was Spoken Karaim. We decided that
we would be able to automatically generate the Lithuanian Karaim text from the
existing Turcological text contained in the CD, due to the fact that the Turcological
notation is fully specified for relevant phonological features at the grapheme level, and
the regular nature of both the Turcological and Lithuanian Karaim orthographies.
Developing a system to do this involved several steps. First, we wrote a set of
transformation rules for converting from the Turcological to the Lithuanian system.
This served to both confirm that one could be generated from the other, as well as to
provide the specifications needed by the conversion program. We encoded the rules
using a simple syntax, shown in Example 13. This syntax allows the linguist to specify
a mapping between characters, and, if required, an environment constraint. For

example, t'>ti:e means: change t' to ti where t' precedes e, and
results in, for example, the conversion of  (“iron”) to tiemir. Then, a program
module within Spoken Karaim instantiates these rules to convert text in real time from
Turcological to Lithuanian notation. The user simply uses Spoken Karaim’s preferences
panel to select which orthography they prefer to see; they need not be aware that the
Lithuanian orthography is actually generated from an underlying Turcological text (see
Example 14).
The implications of this conversion go beyond the content of Spoken Karaim. The
same system can in principle be used as a general-purpose converter to take any input
text in Turcological notation and convert it to Lithuanian. While there is a limited body
of existing text in Turcological notation, the notation might best serve as an
interlanguage, i.e. an intermediate representation within a conversion process. Further
investigation is needed to see how fruitful this might be.
Example 13. Sample subset of rules employed to convert the Turcological notation into
the Lithuanian orthography
y>j
x>ch
-- depal before e
t'>ti:e
k'>ki:e
d'>di:e
l'>li:e
n'>ni:e
-- depal before a#
t'>ti:a#
k'>ki:a#
d'>di:a#
l'>li:a#

n'>ni:a#
-- other consonants
n#'>l'
n#>l'
s#'>s#
z#'>z#
-- dissimilation geminate
l'>l:l
n'>n:n
-- catch the rest
b'>b
c'>c
c#'>c#

c#>c#
d'>d'
f'>f
g#'>hi
g#>h
g'>g
k'>k
m'>m
n'>n'
p'>p
r'>r
t'>t'
v'>v

Example 14. The user selects a preferred writing system in the Preferences panel

3.2 Development of multiliteral publications
The latest version of the Karaim CD thus now allows a choice between Turcological
notation and the Lithuanian orthography. This will make the CD more useful for
Karaims who are competent in Lithuanian.
However, the urgent task of teaching Karaim to members of all Karaim
communities requires more work. The divergence of the script traditions in the Karaim
communities described in section 1.2 seriously affects today’s learners, who come
together from various locations to learn the language. Karaims participating at the
Summer School come from Moscow, Crimea, Kiev, Warsaw, and elsewhere, with their
literacies varying by location. In the present critical situation for the language we
believe it is crucial to focus on the maximal effectiveness of the language teaching
opportunities. In particular, it is both necessary and urgent to provide textbooks and
other language resources, such as Spoken Karaim, in the four orthographies that are
relevant to the learners:
Example 15. Four Karaim orthographies
Spoken Karaim: “Turcological notation”


Lithuanian orthography
Tatariškiniń gioliu alnyna jolčech barat giol’ artyna, barybe jyrach tiuviul’.
Polish orthography
Tatariszkiniń gioliu ałnyna jołczech barat giol artyna, barybe jyrach tiuwiul.
Russian orthography
Татаришкинин гёлью алнына йолчэх барат гёль артына, барыба йырах
тювюль.
Several of the Lithuanian Karaim children do seem to cope with multiple
orthographies, perhaps because they speak Lithuanian, Polish and Russian. We have
observed them in language learning situations jumping adeptly between the
Turcological notation of Spoken Karaim and the Lithuanian orthography used in
computer language games we have created.
However, we also need to ensure that the older Lithuanian Karaims who are fullyfledged speakers can participate fully in language training activities. That generation’s
childhood schooling was in Polish or Russian orthographies; they do not easily deal
with the new Lithuanian orthography. One older speaker, who we recorded reading
Karaim prayers, was competent in the Polish orthography, but could not fluently read
the Lithuanian material in our textbook and was embarrassed about his hesitations.15
Another of the older speakers who taught in the Karaim Summer School had a passive
15

Older Karaim also experience frustration when, e.g. they are asked to help their
grandchildren to read or write in (Lithuanian) Karaim.

knowledge of the new orthography, but could effectively write only in the Polish
system, which he used on the blackboard. He also sends email messages in Karaim to
his grandchildren, using the Polish orthography (with some interference from the
Lithuanian); see Example 16 showing a message sent to one of the authors of this
paper.
Example 16. Email message in the Polish-based orthography
Abajly Eva! Iszanam ki kajttyj koduj esianli juvgia. Bizgia astry czebiar bolur
kabul etmia kodujdan chabarczechlar. Anyn u"cziun ijam o"z adresymny.16
(“Dear Eva! I hope that you have safely returned home. It will be a great pleasure for us to
receive messages from you. Therefore I send my address.”)

We now feel that instead of expending time and resources teaching and learning
“new” orthographies, it will be more effective to provide each participant with material
in the orthography which is best for him/her. Using the experience gained through
converting the Turcological notation into the Lithuanian-based orthography, we hope to
create further computational tools for converting Karaim texts between Polish,
Lithuanian and Russian orthographies. We have begun catering for multiple literacies
(and providing a bridge for those with Russian literacy) with the development of a short
Karaim to Russian web dictionary (Csató and Nathan 2006).

4 Conclusions
For virtually any resource for endangered languages, including computer-based
materials, different writing systems may be needed to meet the needs or skills of
particular audiences, including members of the language community, linguists, and
others. There is an array of potential resources for many languages; Trosterud (1997)
points out that “as a result of the work of philologists and comparativists, huge bodies
of fairy tales, mythological texts, legends … etc., are compiled … These texts should
be translated from the phonetic transcription they probably are written in, and into the
official orthography that hopefully exists for the language today ...” For some language
communities, such as described in this paper, this also means transliterating into
multiple co-existing orthographies.17 In addition, as this paper exemplifies, community
preferences do change, and it is important to reflect them to effectively support
language revitalisation.
This paper has also described the powerful and flexible capabilities of electronic
resources to deal with text. Technologies such as Unicode and XML/XSLT are steadily
advancing, are generally free to use, and do not require large amounts of programming.
Therefore, and especially in the context of products that require large amounts of
resources to develop, the additional capacity to handle multiple writing systems creates
16

Notes: The Lithuanian v is used instead of the Polish w. Other special characters, as ń, ź are missing
due to constraints imposed by the email program, or are substituted for using character combinations
such as u" for ü and o" for ö.
17
In addition, it can be advantageous to provide materials in a writing system used by the dominant or
contact community, so that, for example, local government or planning authorities can understand the
value of the resource.

relatively little expense if planned from the outset. We could therefore propose a
principle for electronic resource development: ‘no monorthographism’: language
resources should be designed with the potential to host multiple writing systems. The
principle is strengthened for multimedia: audio is neutral in regard to orthography and
can therefore ‘add value’ to any writing system that is included.
Although with hindsight we see that the Turcological notation did not provide a
complete or ideal solution for Karaim orthography, it did provide the greater advantage
of stimulating us to create a general solution to implementing complex orthographies in
an interactive computer environment. This in turn bore fruit by allowing us to provide
multiple orthographies to support the variety of literacies of today’s Karaim people.
The developments we have outlined in this paper reinforce the need to be responsive to
a community’s history, its contemporary social environment, and the linguistic needs
and preferences of its members.
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